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**List of Typographical Errors**

1. Spelling of ‘rigorous’ should be consistent throughout. Change from American to British spelling on following pages:
   - p. 5, Methods, line 4
   - p. 12, Discussion, line 5
   - p. 14, last line

2. Reference 11, add page numbers

3. Reference 21, Cowan and Pettifor – italicize name of journal: *Curr Opinion HIV AIDS*

4. Table 1, Line 2 (HAPS), Column 3 (Target/Population Group), remove extra space after ‘students’

5. Table 1, Line 4 (Mpondombili Project), Column 1 (change spacing around number [33] and KwaZulu/Natal so ‘l’ is not listed on separate line

6. Table 1, Line 9 (IMAGE Project), in ‘Intervention with Microfinance for AIDS and Gender Equity’ change ‘fir’ to ‘for’

7. Under ‘SATZ Projrect’, in first column, remove extra period between reference numbers 51 and 52 [51,.52]

8. Also under SATZ, in 3rd column, capitalize phrase in second line beginning ‘No effects ... ‘.

9. At the bottom of Table 2, page 23 – the font for the footnotes should be changed to be similar to that of the table – and perhaps a smaller font used

10. In Table S3, Line 1, column 1 – remove the words ‘and location’ after ‘Project Name’.